Our products are compliant
with Metaswitch, the world’s
leading network software
provider.
Long-standing relationship
Grandstream and Metaswitch have a long-standing relationship that has
created thousands of successful deployments around the globe. The
compatibility between Grandstream and Metswitch allows
service providers around the world using a Metaswitch platform
to easily deploy Grandstream products. Thanks to continuous
compliance testing, Metaswitch partners can confidently take
advantage of Grandstream’s robust IP products without any
restrictions.

Metaswitch designs,
develops, delivers and
supports commercial and open source software
solutions for network operators. Metaswitch’s
high performance software runs on commercial,
off-the-shelf hardware, as appliances or in
the cloud. They package this software into
solutions that are redefining consumer and
business communications and enabling the
interconnection between diverse network
services and technologies. Metaswith’s software
development expertise is applied to remove
network virtualization complexities in the data
center, with a solution that easily scales and
secures workload interconnection in support of
mission-critical IT and real-time communication
applications.

Complete Metaswitch Endpoint
Pack Interoperability
MetaSphere Call Feature Server Protection
Switch
Standard telephony features such as call
transfer, call waiting, forwarding, paging, call
park etc.
Full audio codec support
Account registration and SIP Settings
Upgrading and Provisioning
Syslog Level and Syslog Server
QOS, VLAN and NTP Server
Programmable keys and ringtones
Language, date and time zone

Provisioning

Customization

Secondary SIP Server

A wide variety of mass
provisioning options to make
provisioning quick, easy and
customizable.

Phones can be customized in a
variety of ways for the end user,
service provider, and more.

All Grandstream IP phones
offer the ability to configure
a secondary SIP server,
guaranteeing no service outages.
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List of Grandstream’s Complete Portfolio Compatible with Metaswitch
Enterprise IP Phones

IP VIdeo Phones for Android

The GXP series of color-screen IP phones offers 3, 4, and 6
line IP phones with a suite of advanced VoIP calling features
to maximize enterprise productivity and communication.

The GXV3240 and GXV3275 offer an all-in-one
communications hub by combining a 6 line IP phone with a
multi-platform video calling solution and the functionality of
an Android tablet.

GXP2160

GXP2170

GXP2140

GXV3275

GXV2340

Full HD Conferencing System
GXP2130

GXP2135

The GVC32xx and GAC2500 is a ground-breaking solution
that offers small businesses a revolutionary video
conferencing system with unprecedented flexibility and the
power of support for multiple popular video conferencing
protocols and platforms right out of the box.

Small Business IP Phones
The GXP16xx series of IP phones are designed specifically
for small business and home office use, offering a userfriendly calling experience that incorporates a variety of
advanced VoIP calling features.

GVC3200

GVC3202

GAC2500
GXP1610

GXP1620

GXP1625

Analog Telephone Adaptors (ATAs)
GXP1628

The HT series of ATAs allows users to create a high-quality
and manageable IP telephony solution for individual analog
phones in a home or office application.

GXP1630

Analog VoIP Gateways

HT502

HT503

HT701

The GXW IP Analog Gateway Series enables businesses to
create seamless office environments, integrate traditional
phone systems into a VoIP network and efficiently manage
communication costs.
HT702/704

GXW400x
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GXW410x

GXW42xx

www.grandstream.com

HT802

HT812

HT814

